PRESS RELEASE
New GE Digital Energy Uninterruptible Power Supply System Provides High
Power Capacity within a Small Footprint
GE’s GT Series 5-10kVA UL Listed UPS combines flexibility and reliability with a low life cycle cost
Lombard, Illinois – February 5, 2009 – GE Digital Energy announces the GT Series 5-10kVA UL Listed,
single-phase double-conversion Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) system that combines high
power capacity and internal batteries in a compact size, making it an ideal solution in applications
where computer/IT power requirements are demanding, but space is limited. Designed for use in
either rack or tower configurations, the unit is well suited for installations such as Network IT closets
or small computer server rooms.
GE’s GT Series 5-10kVA UPS is flexible and adapts to IT site needs while delivering high reliability,
uptime, and low life cycle cost. Output voltages of 240/120, 208/120, 230/115, 220/110, or 200/100
VAC provide the flexibility to adapt to multiple load requirements without the need for additional
transformers that take up extra space and add weight. The unit is parallel up to three 8 and 10kVA
modules, for a maximum of 30kVA, increasing site installation flexibility and scalability.
The integrated UPS wrap-around maintenance bypass supports high availability and uptime by
enabling the replacement of power modules and user-replaceable hot-swappable batteries without
shutting down power to the protected load. Its standard rear panel plug-and-play PDU module and
internal automatic and manual bypass meet a variety of customer load input and output plug types.
Extended battery run time packs help ensure continuous system uptime. The units are userconfigurable so no service engineer is needed for unit start-up or commissioning. The new GT Series
also boasts true sinewave output technology in sizes 5, 6, 8, and 10kVA, assuring low noise and low
distorted output voltage for connected loads.
For more information, visit http://www.gedigitalenergy.com/ups.
About GE Digital Energy:
GE Digital Energy, a division of GE Enterprise Solutions, is a global leader in protection and control,
communications, power sensing and power quality solutions. Its products and services increase the
reliability of electrical power networks and critical equipment for utility, industrial and large
commercial customers. From protecting and optimizing assets such as generators, transmission
lines and motors, to ensuring secure wireless data transmission and providing uninterruptible power,
GE Digital Energy delivers industry-leading technologies to solve the unique challenges of each
customer. For more information, visit http://www.gedigitalenergy.com.

About GE Enterprise Solutions:
GE Enterprise Solutions elevates customers' productivity and profitability with integrated solutions
using sensors and non-destructive testing; security and life safety technologies; power system
protection and control; and plant automation and embedded computing systems. Enterprise
Solutions' high-tech, high-growth businesses include Sensing & Inspection Technologies,
Security, Digital Energy, and GE Fanuc Intelligent Platforms. The business has 17,000 problem-solving
employees in more than 60 countries around the world.
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